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Points,” page 14) then delve into specifi c 
legislative proposals that could affect 
estate plans and business owners, 
respectively, in the years ahead.

As 2014 winds down, now is also the 
ideal time to consider how to reduce your 
2014 tax bill. We lay out fi ve tax-saving 
strategies to discuss with your Wealth 
Advisor (“5 Smart Year-End Financial 
Moves,” page 5).

Don’t let the noise and uncertainty of 
election season deter you from preparing 
for the future. Because politics intersects 
with so many aspects of wealth — 
from investments to estate planning 
to business operations — you need 
specialized guidance. Your Wealth 
Advisor will build a team of experts to 
help you navigate each of these areas. 

As always, Regions Private Wealth 
Management looks forward to being 
your guide and partner in the months 
and years ahead.

Sincerely,

ANNE D. COPELAND
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
REGIONS PRIVATE WEALTH MANAGEMENT

W
ith the midterm 
Congressional 
elections weeks 
away, Americans are 
being bombarded 

with political ads and campaign promises. 
These promises — if they manage to 
get enacted given today’s gridlock in 
Washington — could affect your wealth 
and fi nancial planning. 

It’s essential, of course, to put politics 
in perspective when it comes to wealth 
management. Public policy and the 
makeup of Congress change continually, 
but the tenets of sound wealth 
management generally don’t. Having 
a well-diversifi ed portfolio will always 
reduce risk and increase the odds your 
portfolio can weather whatever happens 
in Washington or the world at large.

That said, every so often a new federal, 
state or local law comes along that does
greatly impact your investment portfolio, 
your taxes, your retirement income, your 
estate plans or a business you own. 

This edition of Insights focuses on 
how politics intersects with wealth 
management. The cover story (“Elections 
and Your Wealth,” page 8) features four 
key policy issues that could affect your 
wealth in the coming months and years. 
Following that, in Regions’ Perspective, 
we explain how your Wealth Advisor 
can help you address political 
uncertainty in your investment portfolio 
and overall wealth management. 
Legacy (“Eye on Estate Planning,” 
page 16) and Your Business (“Talking 

POLITICS — 
AND PERSPECTIVE

EMAIL 
COMMENTS, SUGGESTIONS AND IDEAS TO 
REGIONSINSIGHTS@REGIONS.COM C
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“Public policy and 
the makeup of 
Congress change 
continually, but 
the tenets of 
sound wealth 
management 
generally don’t.

”
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Regions does not provide legal, tax, or accounting advice.
The information provided in this publication is general in nature and should not be interpreted as legal, tax or other professional advice to any person regarding any of the topics covered in this publication. 
Professional advice and conclusions can differ based upon different factual circumstances and events, and a professional should be consulted if any specific advice or guidance is needed on any of these topics. 
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Midterm 
Elections
Market 
Performance
MIDTERM ELECTIONS don’t just affect U.S. politics — 
they also affect the stock market. Since 1945, the S&P 500 
stock index has produced below-average returns in the 
fi rst nine months of midterm election years, likely due to 
the political uncertainty caused by the election. In October 
through December of midterm election years, however, 
the S&P has outperformed, returning an average 7% over 
those months. Moreover, the S&P has tended to perform 
well — returning 7% and 5%, respectively — in the fi rst two 
quarters of the new year after the midterms, according 
to fi nancial research fi rm S&P Capital IQ. 

*CHART REFLECTS S&P 500 DATA FROM DEC. 31, 1945 THROUGH AUG. 22, 2014. 

SOURCE: S&P CAPITAL IQ.

AVERAGE MONTHLY 
% CHANGE OF 
S&P 500 SINCE 1945

 ALL YEARS   MIDTERM ELECTION YEARS
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New Ruling 
On Inherited 
New Ruling 
On Inherited 
New Ruling 

IRAs 
The U.S. 
Supreme Court 
unanimously 
ruled recently 
that inherited 
individual 
retirement 
accounts (IRAs) 
are not protected 

from creditors in bankruptcy court.
The Court’s decision could have major 

implications for people planning to leave 
behind large IRA balances to their spouse, 
children or other benefi ciaries. It means if 
a loved one inherits your IRA and then, at 
some future date, fi les for bankruptcy, the 
IRA could be liquidated as part of 
the proceedings.

How can you protect your benefi ciaries 
from such a fate?

A spouse who inherits an IRA can 
roll the inherited IRA balance into his or 
her own IRA — a benefi t afforded only to 
spouses. One potential downside to that 
strategy, however, is that the spouse would 
have to pay a 10% early-withdrawal penalty 
to access the IRA funds before age 59 ½, 
since those funds would now be treated as 
his or her own retirement money. 

Another option is to establish a 
“see-through” trust that can shield an 
inherited IRA’s assets from creditors. 
However, there are considerations before 
pursuing such an approach. Such a trust 
should be set up by an experienced trust 
advisor to ensure that your IRA benefi ciaries 
are adequately protected. 

HAVE AN IRA BALANCE YOU’RE PLANNING 
TO LEAVE IN YOUR ESTATE? TALK WITH 
YOUR WEALTH ADVISOR ABOUT OPTIONS 
FOR PROTECTING YOUR BENEFICIARIES.
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3.  Harvest capital losses. 
Own investments that have dropped in value? If so, you 
might consider selling them at a loss to offset any capital 
gains you realized in 2014. It’s important to think carefully 
before selling investments, however, and to pay attention 
to “wash-sale” rules that prevent you from buying a 
“substantially identical” investment within 30 days. 
Your advisor can help you navigate the process. 

4.  Make gifts. 
Individuals can make tax-free gifts of up to 
$14,000 to an unlimited number of people in 2014. 
(A married couple can jointly give up to $28,000 to 
each person.) Annual gifting is a great tool for 
affl uent families looking to make an estate 
transfer as tax-effi cient as possible.

5.  Donate to charity. 
Charitable gifts are a win-win: They 
support your favorite causes while providing 
you with a generous tax deduction. Cash 
gifts are most common, but donating 
property that has appreciated in value — 
stocks, real estate, jewelry or artwork, 
for example — has the added benefi t of 
helping you avoid paying taxes on the 
appreciated value of those assets. 

Here are fi ve actions to 
discuss with your advisor:

1.  Review your 
portfolio.

Now is the ideal time to perform a 
portfolio checkup. Your advisor can 
provide a Regions Wealth Assessment® 
to determine whether your current asset 
allocation strategy is right for your 
personal situation. Though you may 
want to delay selling investments 
until 2015 to avoid generating capital 
gains in 2014, it makes sense to review 
your holdings to decide if changes are 
needed before year-end. 

2.  Maximize 
2014 tax 
breaks.

Individuals and business owners have 
many opportunities to reduce their 
2014 tax bill, whether by increasing 
tax-deferred retirement plan contributions, 
taking advantage of Section 179 
business-expensing deductions or 
taking advantage of the many other 
tax credits and deductions available. 

JOIN OUR QUARTERLY CLIENT INVESTMENT CALL 
ON OCTOBER 16TH AT 3 P.M. CENTRAL. ASK YOUR 
WEALTH ADVISOR FOR MORE INFORMATION.

F A L L  2 0 1 4   R E G I O N S  I N S I G H T S

5 Smart Year-End 
Financial Moves
Before December 31st — ideally in October or November — is prime time for reviewing your wealth management 
plans and goals with your Regions Wealth Advisor to consider ways to maximize year-end opportunities. 

5
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Political 
Side Trips
5 Destinations Worth Checking Out

   G O O D  L I F E  

Each year, millions of tourists fl ock to the great symbols of American 
politics, from the U.S. Capitol to the Statue of Liberty. However, 
other landmarks and sites carry significant weight in the founding 
and development of our great democracy yet draw far less foot traffi c. 
Here are fi ve U.S. political history destinations worth visiting:

PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARIES (10 STATES). 
From coast to coast, you can visit the 13 libraries and museums that honor each U.S. president 
since Herbert Hoover. The libraries feature memorabilia, personal art collections, letters and 
other presidential relics. In Austin, Texas, learn about Lyndon B. Johnson’s role in the civil rights 
movement and see inside his presidential limo. In Abilene, Kansas, find out about Dwight D. 
Eisenhower’s distinguished military career and tour his boyhood home.

WILLIAM J. CLINTON PRESIDENTIAL 
LIBRARY AND MUSEUM, LITTLE ROCK, AR

THE HERMITAGE (TENNESSEE).
Andrew Jackson’s home and 
plantation, The Hermitage — 
located 10 miles from downtown 
Nashville — draws fewer tourists 
than other well-known presi-
dential homes such as George 
Washington’s Mount Vernon or 
Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello. 
But it offers a unique look at 
the seventh U.S. president’s 
life and politics. The museum 
includes an audio guide and 
wagon tours of the grounds and 
aims to provide an unbiased 
portrait of Jackson’s controversial 
presidential legacy. 

SELMA TO MONTGOMERY NATIONAL 
HISTORIC TRAIL (ALABAMA).
This 54-mile highway traces the 1965 
marches that led to the passage of the 
1965 Voting Rights Act — the landmark 
bill that banned racial discrimination 
in voting. Interpretive centers in 
Selma and Lowndes include fi lms and 
exhibits. Markers along the route 
highlight key landmarks.

WARM SPRINGS (GEORGIA). Franklin D. Roosevelt’s 
summer retreat in Warm Springs, Georgia — known 
as the “Little White House” — has been transformed 
into a museum about the longest-serving president’s 
life and battle with polio and paraplegia. 

FORT SUMTER (SOUTH CAROLINA).
The fi rst battle of the Civil War erupted 
at Fort Sumter on April 12, 1861, 
sparking the deadliest war on U.S. soil. 
Located in Charleston Harbor, the 
museum includes information about 
events leading up to the battle and its 
role in igniting tensions between the 
North and South. 

WILLIAM J. CLINTON PRESIDENTIAL 
LIBRARY AND MUSEUM, LITTLE ROCK, AR

WILLIAM J. CLINTON PRESIDENTIAL WILLIAM J. CLINTON PRESIDENTIAL WILLIAM J. CLINTON PRESIDENTIAL 
LIBRARY AND MUSEUM, LITTLE ROCK, ARLIBRARY AND MUSEUM, LITTLE ROCK, ARLIBRARY AND MUSEUM, LITTLE ROCK, AR

WILLIAM J. CLINTON PRESIDENTIAL 
LIBRARY AND MUSEUM, LITTLE ROCK, AR
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MANAGING 
MEDICARE
How to decide which type of 
healthcare plan is right for you

UNLESS YOU GET retiree health benefi ts from a former 
employer, there are two basic options for Medicare-
enrolled retirees to pay for healthcare costs that aren’t 
covered by Medicare: You can get a “Medigap” supple-
mental policy that helps pay for some out-of-pocket 
costs not covered under the federal Medicare program, 
or you can get a more-comprehensive policy called a 
Medicare Advantage plan. Both types of policies are 
offered by private insurers. How do you determine 
which one is right for you? 

MEDIGAP: SUPPLEMENTING MEDICARE
When you reach age 65, you are automatically enrolled 
in the government-sponsored Medicare program if 
you meet all qualifi cations for Medicare. This includes 
hospital insurance (Part A) and medical insurance 
(Part B). This “traditional” plan allows you to see any 
doctor, hospital or provider accepting Medicare, but it 
covers only about half your healthcare costs. Getting 
supplemental coverage means buying a Medigap plan 

to help cover out-of-pocket costs such as copayments 
and deductibles not covered by Medicare. These plans, 
however, do not cover prescription drug costs. To get 
that coverage and stay in Medicare, you need to buy 
a Medicare Prescription Drug Plan (Part D) through 
a company that has been approved by Medicare. 
Prescription drug costs may also be covered under a 
Medicare Advantage Plan, which is described below.

MEDICARE ADVANTAGE: 
AN ALTERNATIVE TO MEDICARE 
Instead of sticking with 
Medicare, you can choose 
a Medicare Advantage plan 
(Part C) offered by private 
insurance companies in 
accordance with government 
rules. These plans may limit 
you to a specifi c network of doctors, but they typically 
cover all of Medicare Part A and Part B with additional 
benefi ts that may include vision, hearing and dental — 
even gym membership reimbursement. The plans also 
usually cover prescription drug costs — a big factor 
for many retirees. 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT PLAN FOR YOU
Step back and assess your current medical needs and 
usual healthcare expenses. The decision may come 
down to how many doctors you see — and how often — 
and your expenses, including copayments and the 
cost of your prescription drugs. Medigap plans often 
carry higher premiums than Advantage plans do, 
but they may allow you to see more doctors and 
have lower out-of-pocket costs. That can make a 
Medigap plan a better option for people with intense 
healthcare needs. Medicare Advantage plans, on the 
other hand, often have lower premiums and cover 
diverse types of health and wellness services — often 
making them more affordable for people with fewer 
healthcare concerns or those who want benefi ts that 
Medicare doesn’t include. Keep in mind that Medicare 
Advantage plans have a maximum cap of $6,700 per 
year for out-of-pocket expenses. 

You can make a basic comparison of Medigap and 
Medicare Advantage plans available in your area at 
Medicare.gov/fi nd-a-plan. 

REMEMBER THAT YOU CAN SWITCH PLANS ANNUALLY DURING MEDICARE’S 
OPEN ENROLLMENT, WHICH IS OCTOBER 15 TO DECEMBER 7. 
YOUR WEALTH ADVISOR CAN HELP YOU ASSESS YOUR RETIREMENT 
HEALTHCARE COVERAGE NEEDS AND HELP YOU DETERMINE WHETHER 
A MEDIGAP OR MEDICARE ADVANTAGE PLAN IS RIGHT FOR YOU.

GROWING ADVANTAGE
Enrollment in Medicare Advantage plans 
has climbed in recent years, despite 
speculation that it might fall due to federal 
healthcare reform rules.

% of Medicare benefi ciaries 
with Advantage plans:

13% 30%
SOURCE: KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION; BASED ON ANALYSIS OF CENTER FOR 
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID SERVICES’ MEDICARE ADVANTAGE ENROLLMENT FILES.
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B
ASED ON THE OVERHEATED 
DEBATES on Capitol Hill and 
cable news, it would be easy to 
assume that every family’s future 
is tied closely to the outcome of 

the November midterm elections and the 2016 
presidential race. Political talk is one thing; 
however, it can take a long time to get anything 
done in Washington. When it comes to fi nancial 
matters, it may be worth turning down the volume. 

“As you look back in history, presidential 
administrations have refl ected very diverse 
political positions, and there have been almost 
constant policy changes over the years,” says 
Jerry White, East Regional Executive for 
Regions Private Wealth Management. “The 
basic principles of wealth planning — the need 
for a long-term perspective, as well as the need 
for a well-balanced and diversifi ed portfolio 
matched with your individual risk appetite — 
have withstood the test of time.”

That said, White points out that certain 
federal policy shifts in recent years have had 
major implications for fi nancial planning. 
When the American Taxpayer Relief Act 
passed Congress in early 2013, for example, 
many affl uent individuals and families saw 
their income taxes rise signifi cantly — with the 
top marginal tax rate rising from 35% to 39.6%.1

Because legislative changes on all levels of 
government can affect a family’s or business’s 
fi nancial situation, it makes sense to at least 
broadly follow the proposals and news coming 
out of Washington. 

The upcoming midterm elections aren’t 
expected to undo the political gridlock in 
Washington, as many analysts predict that 
Republicans won’t gain enough seats to achieve 
a veto-proof majority in the Senate. However, 
the 2016 presidential race and elections could 
change the political dynamics in Washington 
and potentially lead to far more proposals and 
laws. Here are four key wealth-planning issues 
to keep an eye on:

THE ECONOMY
U.S. economic policy and growth are largely 
based on decisions made by the U.S. Federal 
Reserve Board (the Fed). Since the Fed is not 
an elected body, it is somewhat shielded 
from policy debates and elections. The Fed 
controls monetary policy and short-term 
interest rates. The movement of those rates 
is of vital interest not only to businesses but 

ELECTIONS 
AND YOUR 
WEALTH

How will the midterms, 
the 2016 presidential race 

and the ever-shifting 
U.S. political climate affect 

your fi nancial planning?
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THE UPCOMING 

MIDTERM ELECTIONS 
AREN’T EXPECTED 

TO UNDO THE 
POLITICAL GRIDLOCK IN 
WASHINGTON, AS MANY 

ANALYSTS PREDICT 
THAT REPUBLICANS 

WON’T GAIN ENOUGH 
SEATS TO ACHIEVE A 

VETO-PROOF MAJORITY 
IN THE SENATE.
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also to income-oriented investors who rely on government 
bonds, such as Treasury bills.

These bills have carried a very low return in recent 
years due to the Fed’s efforts to move investors toward 
riskier investments, like stocks, that help propel economic 
growth. Those efforts have had only limited impact, and 
Fed offi cials have faced criticism in House and Senate 
committee hearings. But while the Fed’s governors are 
appointed by the president and approved by the Senate, 
they serve staggered 14-year terms and cannot be fi red 
for their policy views. The goal is to insulate the Fed’s 
day-to-day decisions from political pressures.2

That said, elected officials, such as members of 
Congress, can infl uence the economy through fi scal 
measures (spending), regulation and tax policy. In 2009, 
for example, President Obama oversaw the passage of 
an $831 billion3 fi scal stimulus program with the goal 
of pulling the United States out of recession. This year, 
President Obama has made extensive use of executive 
orders to bypass Congress and implement regulations 
he identifi es as priorities, such as rules to curb climate 

change by limiting emissions from power plants.4 Many 
Republicans argue that such regulations stifl e business 
activity and economic growth. While it’s hard to say 
whether Republicans will stop those regulations from 
taking effect, if a Republican wins the presidency in 2016, 
many of Obama’s regulations may face repeal.

If the new members elected to the House and Senate 
this year move Congress’s political direction to the right, 
the next two years might see a return to the dramatic 
confrontations over the defi cit that roiled the country in 
2011 and 2012. While Republicans said they were acting 
to prevent the budget from spiraling out of control, 
Democrats worried about the impact of the government 
shutdown and the “fi scal cliff” on the economy.

HEALTHCARE 
There has been much debate on the impact of the 
Affordable Care Act (also known as Obamacare) on the 
cost, quality and accessibility of healthcare for individuals 
and businesses. There’s been even more debate about 
its impact on economic issues such as hiring rates and 

Retirees under age 65 should see more affordable health insurance 
options on the public exchanges thanks to Obamacare because 

insurers are no longer allowed to charge older individuals 
dramatically more for coverage than they charge young adults. 

1The Wall Street Journal, “High Earners Facing First Major Tax Increase in Years,” Jan. 1, 2013.     2Federal Reserve Bank of New York, “Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System,” November 2008.     3Economic Policy Institute, “The Recovery Act: Evidence of Success Three Years Out,” Feb. 17, 2012.     4WhiteHouse.gov/climate-change.     
5Irs.gov, “Questions and Answers on the Net Investment Income Tax,” March 5, 2014.     6Irs.gov, “Questions and Answers for the Additional Medicare Tax,” June 24, 2014.     7“How 
Do Health Exchanges Fit With Your Health And Welfare Strategy?” Towers Watson, 2013.     8Talking Points Memo, “Where the GOP Might Target Obamacare If It Wins the Senate,” 
March 17, 2014.     9The Wall Street Journal, “How Much Will Your Taxes Jump?” Jan. 4, 2013.
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employment levels. But when it comes to affl uent 
Americans, there have been some direct effects:

•    In 2013, a new 3.8% Medicare surtax on net 
investment income was levied on single taxpayers 
with modifi ed adjusted gross income over $200,000 
($250,000 for married fi ling jointly). It also applies 
to some estates and trusts.5 

•    Also in 2013, a 0.9% Medicare tax was applied to wages 
and self-employment income above $200,000 for 
single taxpayers ($250,000 for married fi ling jointly).6 

•    An excise tax on health plans with the most generous 
benefi ts will become effective in 2018. The tax is 
designed to reduce the overall cost of care by making 
companies and workers more cost-conscious. A 
survey by benefi ts consulting fi rm Towers Watson 
found that 60% of major fi rms said the tax is already 
having a moderate or signifi cant infl uence on benefi ts 
decisions for 2014 and 2015.7 

Republicans in Congress have voted to repeal 
Obamacare many times, but with President Obama 
exercising veto power until 2016, a wholesale repeal is 
unlikely. Even if Republicans take control of the Senate, 
it’s not clear whether there would be stronger momentum 
to repeal the law, political analysts have noted.8 

While many lower-income families may have benefi ted 
from subsidized health plans due to Obamacare, some 
affl uent individuals may have also benefi ted. For example, 
retirees under age 65 (before becoming eligible for 
Medicare) should see more affordable health insurance 
options on the public exchanges thanks to Obamacare 
because insurers are no longer allowed to charge older 
individuals dramatically more for coverage than they 
charge young adults. 

Ultimately, the fate of Obamacare may rest in the 
hands of whoever becomes president in 2016. 

TAXES
In the bipartisan deal ending the “fi scal cliff” in January 
2013, marginal income tax rates on Americans earning 
more than $400,000 ($450,000 for married couples) 
increased from 35% to 39.6%. The long-term capital 
gains tax rate on these highest earners also increased 
from 15% to 20%. Also in 2013, the employee share 
of payroll taxes increased by 2%, and taxpayers 
earning more than $250,000 ($300,000 for married 
couples) saw part or all of their personal exemption 
phased out.9

By the end of 2013, many legislators were discussing a 
tax overhaul with the goal of closing the defi cit, spurring 
growth and simplifying the tax code. The discussions 
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centered on the corporate tax but also involved  
some individual tax provisions that could affect  
affluent Americans. For example, Republican House 
Ways and Means Chairman Dave Camp proposed  
capping the federal tax deduction of interest paid on 
mortgage loans of $500,000 or more, rather than  
the current limit of $1 million, and ending write-offs  
for property taxes.10 

But these discussions faltered as the midterms  
approached and the economy sputtered. While the 
U.S. tax code changes every year, any significant 
changes to individual tax rates aren’t likely until 
after the 2016 elections, White says. 

ENTITLEMENT PROGRAMS
Social Security, Medicare and the federal share of 
Medicaid make up 48% of all federal government 
spending.11 Barring legislative action, Social Security’s 
trust fund is scheduled for depletion by 2033;  
Medicare’s hospital insurance trust fund would be 
depleted by 2030. In both cases, depletion may lead to 
benefit reductions.12 

While Democrats have generally favored making 
incremental changes to the programs, many Republicans 
have proposed more sweeping changes. Led by current  
House Budget Committee Chairman Paul Ryan, 
Republicans have proposed letting older Americans 
purchase private insurance plans with a government 
voucher instead of being covered by Medicare.13

Analysts have noticed a slowdown in the increasing 
costs of Medicare in recent years, reducing the incentive 
to take swift action. As for Social Security, President 
Obama recently retracted a proposal to slow down 
cost-of-living adjustments in Social Security in response 
to pressure from his party.14 

Significant changes in entitlement programs have rarely 
garnered widespread political or popular support, even 
when the political stars in Washington are well aligned. 
In 2005, then-president George W. Bush failed in his  
attempt to replace Social Security with voluntary personal 
retirement accounts, even when both the House and Senate 
were controlled by his fellow Republicans.15 With Wash-
ington in its gridlocked state, few major changes are likely 
until after the next presidential election, White says. 

Significant changes in entitlement 
programs have rarely garnered 
widespread political or popular 

support, even when the political stars 
in Washington are well aligned.

10Roll Call, “Tax Writers Hope to Stabilize Housing Industry,” June 25, 2014.     11Congressional Research Service, “Mandatory Spending Since 1962,” March 10, 2014. 
12Ssa.gov, “A Summary of the 2014 Annual Reports.”     13The Wall Street Journal, “CBO Sees Medicare’s Financial Picture Improving,” July 15, 2014.     14Cnn.com, “Obama Drops 
Controversial Social Security Proposal,” Feb. 20, 2014.     15Brookings Institution, “Why the 2005 Social Security Initiative Failed, and What It Means for the Future,” Sept. 21, 2007.
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PRIVATE WEALTH  
EXECUTIVE IN NASHVILLE

BEYOND THE  
HORSE RACE 
How your 
Wealth Advisor 
can help 
you address 
political 
uncertainty 
and stay 
focused

U.S. POLITICS MAY be interesting to 
watch, but it can also cause uncertainty 
and grief. Proposals for new laws and 
regulations continually stream out of 
Washington and state and local govern-
ments. If enacted, these proposals can 
affect your investment portfolio, your 
income, your estate plan or your business.

Your Regions Wealth Advisor can 
help you navigate and address political 
uncertainty in some key ways:

KEEPING YOU INFORMED —  
AND FOCUSED
Your Wealth Advisor stays abreast of key 
issues at all levels of government and can 
tell you how any new laws or regulations 
may affect your financial situation and 
wealth planning. 

In 2013, for example, a new 3.8% 
Medicare surtax took effect for individuals  
with modified adjusted gross income 
(MAGI) above $200,000 and married 
couples filing jointly with MAGI above 
$250,000. Prior to the tax’s implemen-
tation, Wealth Advisors met with their 
clients to discuss its impact on their 
portfolios and provide strategies for 
reducing its effects. Advisors continue 
to help clients build more tax-efficient 
portfolios and minimize the effects taxes 
have on their income and estate.

DESIGNING AN ‘ALL-WEATHER’  
PORTFOLIO
Realistically, many proposals in Wash-
ington and on the state and local level are 
never enacted, and sometimes new laws 
and regulations get passed and enacted 
quickly. For these reasons, it’s important 
to take a long-term perspective to wealth 
planning and not get too wrapped up in 
the continual political banter.

Your Wealth Advisor can help you 
build a portfolio that takes political 
uncertainty into account, but is funda-

mentally designed to meet your long-term 
objectives. A great way to achieve this goal is 
by getting a Regions Wealth Assessment®  
(RWA) — a comprehensive portfolio review 
typically conducted annually or whenever 
you face a significant life change. 

If you are particularly concerned 
about political or market risks, talk with 
your Wealth Advisor about conducting 
a stress test on your portfolio. Using the 
RWA tool, your Wealth Advisor can help 
you model different hypothetical scenarios, 
such as how a 20% or 40% drop in the 
stock market would impact your finances. 
The stress test can help you gauge your 
comfort level with your current portfolio 
and decide whether to make any adjust-
ments to your current strategy.

BUILDING A TEAM OF SPECIALISTS
Because political change intersects with 
many aspects of wealth management — 
from investments to estate planning to 
business operations — you need specialized 
guidance in each of these areas. Your 
Wealth Advisor will build a customized 
team of experts to help you navigate the 
issues that matter most to you. Investors, 
for example, can get expert help managing 
interest rate or inflation risk or navigating 
new tax laws. Business owners can get 
help assuring that their health benefits 
programs are in compliance with the 
Affordable Care Act. Retirees can find out 
the latest changes to estate planning and 
charitable giving rules to see that their 
plans maximize the best strategies.

Whatever the issue, your Regions 
Wealth Advisor can be your point person 
in helping you prepare for the future.

With the midterm elections just 
around the corner, Regions Private Wealth 
Management looks forward to serving as 
your guide during the political season, 
as well as your partner for the months and 
years ahead. 
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TALKING POINTS
Four key issues that could affect  
business owners in the coming years 

I
T’S SAID THAT BUSINESS AND POLITICS 
DON’T MIX. Unfortunately, that doesn’t mean 
business owners are immune to the stream of new 
laws and regulations coming out of federal, state 
and local government. The upcoming midterm 

elections are unlikely to break the current gridlock in 
Washington, but here are four key issues that could affect 
how you run your business in the years ahead:

1 IMMIGRATION REFORM
There’s ongoing debate nationwide over 
the need to overhaul U.S. immigration  
rules. Some businesses that rely on workers  

with specific skill sets, such as engineering and 
construction firms, want to loosen immigration 
rules to provide them with better access to a 
talented workforce. Others see relaxing immigra-
tion rules as exacerbating an already high U.S. 
unemployment rate. Even though comprehensive 
reform has yet to pass through Congress, some key 
elements of a bipartisan bill1 passed by the Senate 
in 2013 will likely continue to be discussed:

★  E-Verify is an online government service that 
allows employers to check if someone is eligible 
to be legally employed in the United States. 
Some states and industries already require 
employers to check a worker’s employment 
eligibility, but if the Senate bill becomes law, 
businesses will be required to use it to check 
on prospective employees. 

★  The Senate bill would create two new types 
of entrepreneur visas. Entrepreneurs 
who don’t plan to stay in the country could 
receive a nonimmigrant investor “X” visa, 
while the employment-based “EB-6” visa could 
lead to legal residency. Both would be available 
to foreign business people who reach specific 
thresholds, including the amount of capital 
they raise for their ventures, the number of 
jobs their new company would create, and 
the revenue generated.

★  H-1B visas allow workers with specific skills 
to come into the United States for temporary 
work assignments. The Senate bill would 
raise the number of H-1B visas granted every 
year and loosen their restrictions.
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2  TAXES
Many high-earning business 
owners saw their income and 
investment taxes rise in 2013. But 

some politicians want to reduce the burden 
on small-business owners or make large 
corporations pay more. Here are some of 
the issues being considered:

★  Among the dozens of small business 
tax reform bills floating through the 
halls of Congress, the one receiving 
the most attention is a proposal to 
change the way some small businesses 
account for their revenue. Both the 
Senate and House bills would require 
all businesses to use accrual accounting  
rather than cash accounting. This could 
especially impact service industry 
professionals such as doctors, engineers 
and attorneys.2 

★  There have been increased calls to lower 
the U.S. corporate tax rate in an 
attempt to stem the flow of so-called 
inversions, in which U.S. corporations  
lower or eliminate their taxes by acquiring 
or merging with an overseas company.

★  �In July, the House voted to make the 
“bonus depreciation” temporary  
tax credit permanent in hopes of 
encouraging business investment. 
The Senate, however, is considering 
a two-year extension of the credit, 
which allows a business to immediately 
deduct half the cost of many capital 
investments.3

★  A proposed online sales tax law  
may be back in play. A bipartisan  
group of U.S. senators introduced the 
Marketplace and Internet Tax Fairness 
Act, which would allow state and local 
governments to collect sales taxes from 
out-of-state companies that sell and 
ship products into their state, even if 
they don’t have a physical presence  
in the state.4

CONCERNED ABOUT HOW THESE AND OTHER POLITICAL ISSUES OR 
PROPOSALS WILL AFFECT YOUR BUSINESS? YOUR REGIONS WEALTH ADVISOR 
CAN BUILD A TEAM OF BUSINESS SPECIALISTS TO HELP YOU NAVIGATE THESE 
ISSUES AND PREPARE YOUR BUSINESS FOR THE FUTURE.

1American Immigration Council, “A Guide to S.744: Understanding the 2013 Senate Immigration Bill.”     2American Institute of CPAs, “Ways and Means Tax Reform Draft Includes Accrual 
Method of Accounting Requirement for Certain Service Providers,” March 31, 2014.     3The Wall Street Journal, “House Passes Permanent Depreciation Tax Break,” June 11, 2014.     

4Multichannel Merchant, “What the Marketplace Fairness Act Means to Small Businesses,” Aug. 18, 2014.     5Ncsl.org.     6The Wall Street Journal, “Health-Law Mandate Put Off Again,” 
Feb. 11, 2014.     7Sba.gov.

3  MINIMUM WAGE AND OTHER  
REGULATORY MATTERS
While there has been little movement in Washington on 
President Obama’s call to raise the minimum wage to $10.10 

per hour, several cities and states have already raised their base wage 
above $9 — and several others are considering it. By August 2014, 
10 states and the District of Columbia had voted to increase their 
minimum wages, according to the National Conference of State 
Legislatures. And six states plus the District of Columbia planned to 
raise their minimums to $10 an hour or more by 2018.5

Meanwhile, other regulatory proposals and recent changes are 
likely to take center stage as the 2016 presidential race heats up. For 
example, new stricter greenhouse gas rules from the Environmental 
Protection Agency and proposed changes to the Clean Water Act 
could impact certain industries, particularly utilities, farming  
and construction. 

4 FEDERAL HEALTHCARE REFORM 
While the future and implementation of the Affordable 
Care Act will likely continue to be debated in Congress 
for years to come, small-business owners still have to 

ensure they’re following the current laws. Here are some recent 
developments with the ACA:

★  �In February 2014, the Obama administration pushed back 
some of the deadlines for employers to provide health coverage 
to workers. Companies with 50 to 99 full-time employees 
now have until 2016 to provide coverage under Obamacare — 
a year later than expected. Companies with 100 or more 
employees still must offer insurance in 2015, but only to  
70% of their full-time employees.6

★  Businesses with fewer than 25 employees may be eligible for 
the Small Business Health Care Tax credit. The maximum 
credit for tax year 2014 and beyond is 50% of the premiums 
paid for qualified employee health insurance.7 

Companies with 50 to 99 full-time  
employees now have until 2016 to  

provide coverage under Obamacare.
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GRATs

EYE ON ESTATE 
PLANNING
A look at proposals for changing  
U.S. wealth transfer rules and laws

A 
FEW SIGNIFICANT ESTATE PLANNING 
RULES were enacted in 2013, due to the 
passage of the American Taxpayer Relief Act 
(ATRA). The law set the federal individual 
estate and gift tax exemption at an inflation-

adjusted $5 million, put the top federal estate tax rate 
at 40% and allowed spouses to share their exemption 
through so-called portability.1

While ATRA’s provisions are considered permanent 
because they’re not scheduled to end, President Obama and 
some members of Congress are already calling for further 
changes. “There are many sections of the U.S. tax code that 
deserve another look,” says Barbara Screven, Vice President 
for Regions Private Wealth Management. “Predicting the 
future of estate planning, however, is, unfortunately, like 
looking into a crystal ball.”

Which changes actually get enacted — if any — depend 
on which parties and politicians control Congress and the 
presidency. Yet, affluent families should pay attention  
to what proposals are being discussed, as they may 
eventually become reality. 

ESTATE TAX EXEMPTION: UP OR DOWN?
One area of federal estate tax laws constantly being debated 
is the individual estate and lifetime gift tax exemption — 
which are both set at $5.34 million for 2014.2 President 
Obama, in his 2015 budget proposals, recommends reverting 
to the 2009 exemption levels of $3.5 million for estates 
and $1 million for lifetime gifts. He also proposes returning 
the top estate tax rate to 45%.3 On the other hand, several 
members of Congress, both Republicans and Democrats, 
have introduced bills that, if passed, would repeal federal 
estate taxes altogether.4 

These proposals have languished in recent months 
as other political issues have taken priority. It’s likely, 
however, that they will come up for discussion once the 
2016 presidential election is over, Screven says. 

New estate tax proposals also emerge frequently on the 
state level. Nineteen states imposed estate, gift and/or  
inheritance taxes as of late 2013, although that number 
regularly changes. Tennessee, for example, passed a law in 
2012 that phases out its inheritance tax, eliminating it by 2016.5 

TRUSTS

ATRA

2014
ESTATE AND 

GIFT TAX  
EXEMPTION:

$5.34  
MILLION
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REINING IN TRUSTS
Both President Obama and members of Congress have proposed limiting 
the tax benefi ts of certain trusts often used in estate planning. One example 
involves grantor retained annuity trusts, or GRATs. As its name suggests, 
the trust’s creator — the grantor — retains an interest in the trust ’s assets for a 
certain number of years. At the end of this term, assets remaining in the trust 
transfer to the benefi ciaries. Many GRATs are established for just a few years 
to hold assets that are expected to appreciate in value over a short period. The 
term is short to minimize the risk that the owner will die during the GRAT’s 
term, which would effectively undo the purpose of the trust. President Obama 
has recommended a minimum 10-year term for GRATs to deter people from 
using them to transfer wealth with little or no tax consequences. 

The president and several members of Congress also have proposed limits to 
what sometimes are referred to as “dynasty trusts.” These trusts are structured 
to avoid estate and generation-skipping transfer taxes — at times, forever. The 
proposals would limit some of the tax advantages these trusts enjoy to 90 years.

UNSTRETCHING “STRETCH IRAs”
President Obama has proposed limiting the time frame for distributions 
from inherited individual retirements accounts (IRAs) and other retirement 
savings accounts. Currently, non-spouse inheritors of IRAs can take distributions 
from the accounts over their estimated lifespan. The president noted that the tax 
benefi ts of retirement savings accounts were intended to benefi t just the original 
owners and their spouses, not their heirs. He proposes limiting distributions 
from inherited retirement accounts to fi ve years for nonspouse benefi ciaries. 

LOOKING AHEAD
It’s important to remember that few proposals actually become law. That said, 
here are steps Screven says affl uent individuals and families can take to 
prepare for the future — whatever it may bring:

❶  TAKE A LONG-TERM APPROACH TO TAX PLANNING. It’s important to 
look at the joint effects of federal and state estate and income taxes on your 
wealth. While income taxes may account for the bulk of your taxes today, your 
assets could appreciate enough that estate taxes will eventually become the 
larger issue. And there’s always the risk that the estate and gift tax exemption 
amounts could be reduced, exposing more of your estate to taxes. 

❷  CONSIDER TRUSTS. Even with today’s higher federal estate tax exemption, 
trusts can help you minimize your heirs’ future tax burden and provide 
you greater control and less long-term risk. For example, credit shelter 
trusts allow asset appreciation to pass tax-free to younger generations, 
Screven says. Like many trusts, they can also provide protection from 
creditors and help you more effi ciently divide assets among benefi ciaries. 
Moreover, existing trusts are often “grandfathered in” when new laws are 
passed, meaning it can be benefi cial to establish one before the laws change.

❸  REVIEW YOUR PLANS ANNUALLY. Your Regions Wealth Advisor, backed by 
a team of specialists, can help you review your estate plans and make adjust-
ments based on changes in federal and state estate planning rules, your assets 
or your life. An annual review helps ensure you’re not overlooking key changes 
that could affect your estate plans. “Above all else, you want to make sure your 
plan is achieving your lifetime goals for you and your family,” Screven says. 

IRAs

1https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/hr8/text.    2Irs.gov.     
3http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/fi les/omb/budget/fy2015/assets/budget.pdf.     
4GovTrack.us.     5TaxFoundation.org, “State Estate and Inheritance Taxes in 2014.”
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in 2012 that 
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inheritance tax, 

eliminating 
it by 2016.

-Will-
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Women comprise 
more than 
half of the U.S. 
population, yet 
they continue to 
lag far behind 
men in elected 
offi ce. They make 
up only 19% of 
Congress and 
fi ve of the 50 
U.S. governors. 

Debbie Walsh, director 
of the Center for American 
Women and Politics 
at Rutgers University, 
recently spoke with 
Insights about why 
so few women run 
for elected offi ce, the 
benefi ts of more female 
representation and 
how to encourage 
more women to run. 

Q:    TELL US ABOUT YOUR ORGANIZATION. 

WALSH: We were founded in 1971 as the fi rst university-based 
research center focused on the relationship between women 
and American politics. There was growing belief at the time that 
we needed more women inside powerful institutions, from state 
legislatures to city councils to Congress. As a nonpartisan 
organization, our mission is to empower women to participate 
more fully in the political process while also studying how 
women participate, the impact they have, who they are and 
how they get there. 

Q:    WHY DO WOMEN CONTINUE TO HAVE SUCH LOW 
REPRESENTATION IN U.S. POLITICS? 

WALSH: First, many women don’t see themselves as qualifi ed to 
run — so there’s a self-confi dence issue. We also know that many 
women won’t run for offi ce unless they’re asked by someone else. 
Men in politics — and it’s not a malicious thing — tend to bring 
other men along with them and then ask those men to run. But 
there’s also the issue of why: Men often run for offi ce because 
they want a career in politics; women run because they care 
passionately about a particular issue, whether that’s fi xing 
a dangerous traffi c intersection in their community, reforming 
education or changing tax policy. Women often fi rst turn to 
what’s called ‘workaround government’ and try to solve problems 
by, say, volunteering or starting a nonprofi t. When they do fi nally 
run for offi ce, it’s because they realize that only elected offi cials 
can achieve the systemic change they want.  

Women 
make up 

only fi ve of 
the 50 U.S. 
governors.
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Q:    WHY DOES ELECTING MORE WOMEN TO OFFICE 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE? 

WALSH: Our research shows that women bring different 
life experiences and perspectives with them to offi ce. They 
change not only the content of the political debate, but 
they also change the level of discourse. We’ve found that 
women are more likely than men to compromise and more 
willing to have conversations with people they disagree 
with. They open up the political process. We’re at an 
unprecedented time of political polarization in Washington, 
and women have led much of the compromise. During the 
2013 debt-ceiling crisis in Congress, for example, it was 
the women — senators Susan Collins (R-Maine), Patty 
Murray (D-Wash.) and Kelly Ayotte (R-N.H.) — who were 
credited with reaching across the aisle and making a deal. 
In Alabama, two female U.S. representatives, Terri Sewell 
and Martha Roby, one a Democrat and one a Republican, 
are friends and have lunch together regularly. They probably 
don’t agree on much policy-wise. But at this moment in 
time, having two members of Congress from opposing 
parties who are friends is pretty unheard of.

Q:    SOME POLLS SHOW THAT HILLARY CLINTON WILL 
BE THE DEMOCRATIC FRONTRUNNER IF SHE ENTERS 
THE 2016 PRESIDENTIAL RACE. WOULD HER 
NOMINATION HELP PROMOTE THE ROLE OF WOMEN 
IN U.S. POLITICS?

WALSH: We are still far away from that election, so time 
will tell. But many other countries already have elected a 
woman as head of state. The United States has been ranked 
91st in the world for electing women to our national legislature. 
The number-one country, interestingly, is Rwanda. Some of 
the most powerful elected offi cials in the world right now are 
women — certainly Angela Merkel, chancellor of Germany, 
is among them. So Clinton’s nomination to the Democratic 
ticket would not only send a powerful message to girls and 
women, but it could also send a powerful message to the rest 
of the world that we’re catching up.

Q:    WHAT CAN BE DONE TO ENCOURAGE MORE 
WOMEN TO RUN FOR PUBLIC OFFICE?

WALSH: We have several programs dedicated to this goal. 
Our Teach a Girl to Lead™ initiative, for example, aims 
to make women’s public leadership more visible to the next 
generation by bringing female leaders into the classroom. 
We want girls thinking they can be president, but we also 
want boys growing up believing that politicians can look 
like their mothers, not only their fathers. I also think today’s 
political parties must do more to encourage women to run 
for offi ce. It has to be a priority, not an afterthought. 

Q:    ARE THERE THINGS READERS OF INSIGHTS CAN 
DO TO ENCOURAGE MORE WOMEN TO RUN?

WALSH: Defi nitely. I encourage everyone to think about the 
women they know who would make good political candidates 
and leaders. Ask these women to run for offi ce, and then go 
out and campaign for them — knock on doors, write a check. 
Women should also consider running themselves, whether 
for the school board, a local council, state legislature or 
Congress. If there are issues in your community that you 
care about, one of the most powerful ways you can make a 
difference is by being in offi ce. 

S P O T L I G H T

The U.S. has been ranked 91st 
in the world for electing women 

to our national legislature.
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